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It is Tuesday 1pm on a beautiful sunny day that screams, “Go outside and play.” Ryan, a client
who never considered himself an athlete but is very athletic, seems overly energetic and bubbly
as he bounds towards me. A quick hello and off we go with the warm up, but I sensed an air of
hesitation, so I inquire what was going on.

He blushed while admitting he hadn’t been working out since our run last week and he actually
feared how bad he was going to look and feel on today’s adventure. It seems his boss is an idiot
so work is a bitch right now, his chemistry homework has become an epic conquest, his dating
scene is non existent, time seems to be in short supply plus his new puppy peed all over his
Ralph Lauren duvet. Life had past stressful days ago.

Ryan didn’t need to hear that a positive connection between exercise and mental health has been
noted since the 19th century or that depression and anxiety are the most common and most easily
treatable mental health issues. The fact that exercise is recognized as a valuable mood
enhancer, stress buster and depression fighter wasn’t going to get him to breathe out, unclench
his hands, stand up straight, drop his shoulders and enjoy his run.

As we headed into Stanley Park through Cathedral and continued up Bridle, it wasn’t long after
we passed the bridge to Beaver Lake that Ryan realized we were about to go up a rather long hill.

“Oh God” were the words he used, talking himself out of running a hill he had completed before.
Ryan didn’t need to know that even mild exercise (about 40% of his max heart rate), for as little
as 10 minutes can lift his mood and clear his head. He pays me to work him, not walk him.
“Breathe out and relax.” I offer.

About half way up Ryan got mad. By the look in his eyes, he hated this hill and a little piece of
him wanted to kill me. “What’s going on?” I ask and after a bit of a pause, a smile raced across
his face and he confessed, “I forgot to breathe out and relax.” Ryan needed to get all that stress
out and knew it.

The endorphins have kicked in. These natural opiates offer up analgesic effects to numb what
pain Ryan felt he was in and the sense of well being that now running this hill “really is fun.” His
posture and stride improve, his cheeks remain rosy and breathing is under control. This was
exactly at the point where Bridle and Rawlings merge so we turn left and head back down the hill.

A few minutes of heavy breathing go by and “I’m so dumb.” is the next thing I hear.

I had to ask, “Why?”

“I don’t know what is wrong with me. I like exercising, it helps me cope with all stress with school
and work and life, and it’s good for me but I keep making excuses not to do it. It’s just dumb.”

“Ok, so what are you going to do about it?”

“Do something even when I don’t think I can. I will go back to the plan we made up and work on
not letting everything else get in the way because working out helps me do all those
things...pause…and stay sane.”
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“Good Boy, now one more thing. We need to eat up some time so how about the sand at English
Bay?”

“I knew it.” stumbled through a short giggle, a forceful exhale and off we went.

The following few minutes were tough. Sand is not the easiest terrain to run but it certainly
works. With each step towards the Inukshuk, Ryan’s determination resolved to finish strong or
fall over trying.

The thing was; we were not finished. “Five more minutes, one small hill, a few blocks of grass
running (where 2 different guys checked him out) later”, we land at the Aquatic Center.

I turned to show Ryan my watch. 35 minutes of running further and faster than he had ever
before. Ryan just looked and smiled.

“The funny part”, he said, “Is that I solved that chemistry problem I’ve been agonizing over.”

“Just doing my job” and we headed away to cool down and stretch out.
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